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(For official use only) 
PUBLIC PETITION NO. PE1373 

 
1. Name of petitioner 
Lydia Reid and Sammy Lowrie 
2. Petition title  
Raise a Saltire in honour of the memory of Bishop Robert Wishart  
3. Petition text  
Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to instruct 
Historic Scotland to ensure that great patriot of Scotland, Bishop Robert 
Wishart, has the Scottish saltire hanging above or beside his effigy in 
Glasgow Cathedral and that he is recognised by an official plaque and a 
designated area within the Cathedral to show his contribution to Scottish 
history. 
4. Action taken to resolve issues of concern before submitting the 
petition 
We as a group started as a Facebook page and now number 609 members 
which is a healthy support and likely to grow as the petition gains momentum. 
 
The group sent letters to Glasgow Cathedral, Historic Scotland. the First 
Minister and all MSPs. The minister from Glasgow Cathedral felt supportive 
but must have the agreement of his committee and failed to achieve this. 
Historic Scotland felt the need to refuse again (see below)— 
 
I refer to your e-mail of June 21 2010 to Fiona Hyslop MSP, Minister for 
Culture and External Affairs, with regard to your proposed campaign to place 
a Saltire and plaque at the possible tomb of Robert Wishart, bishop of 
Glasgow (1271-1316). Your message has been passed to me for a reply as 
Historic Scotland is responsible for the care of Glasgow Cathedral . Most of 
the medieval bishops of Glasgow who died in office would have been buried 
in their cathedral, represented by effigies 
The effigy, which is believed to rest above a burial chamber, has occupied this 
location for centuries, although with the now-missing feet added the figure 
would not fit, and so this cannot be the original location. It is therefore the 
case that even if it is Wishart this effigy does not mark the place of his burial. 
It is believed that the effigy was defaced around the time of the Reformation in 
1560 when the head and the feet were destroyed. 
Bishop Wishart is undoubtedly a key player in shaping Scottish history. We 
have recognised this in our new guidebook to the cathedral produced in 2009. 
Page 29 is devoted to the life story of this battling bishop, and I attach a copy 
of that page for your reference. We do plan to completely revise and improve 
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our approach to interpreting the Cathedral in future years, working in 
partnership with the Friends of Glasgow Cathedral, at which time the role of 
bishop Wishart can be better presented, but resources are not currently 
available for this work. Your proposal to position a Saltire in association with 
the effigy would present us with a problem, in that this would be contrary to 
our policy of how the flag is used at various of our properties, and therefore 
we are unlikely to agree to this. 
 
5. Petition background information  
Robert Wishart was a Privy Councillor of Alexander III and one of six 
Guardians of Scotland during the interregnum, which followed the king's death 
in 1286. After the English occupation of Scotland under Edward I, Bishop 
Robert Wishart joined the patriotic party in 1297 and became one of the 
leading statesmen on the side of William Wallace and Robert Bruce in the 
wars of independence. At King Robert's coronation at Scone on 27 March 
1306, Bishop Wishart is said to have supplied the robes from his own 
wardrobe in which King Robert was crowned. 
 
Robert Wishart was captured by the English following the Battle of Methven in 
1306 and imprisoned in irons in Wessex dungeons. However, after the Scots 
won at Bannockburn in 1314, he was exchanged for the Earl of Hertford. By 
then he was frail and nearly blind, and he died on 26 November 1316. His 
tomb is in Glasgow Cathedral and he is commemorated in a window of the 
north wall of Biggar Kirk in Upper Clydesdale. It shows St. Andrew, left, and 
Bishop Wishart, right. 
 
Robert Barrow sums up Robert Wishart as "indisputably one of the great 
figures in the struggle for Scottish independence”. Wishart tartan was based 
on the ancient Wallace tartan recorded in Vestiarium Scoticum. 
 
Therefore, it seems we have so much for which to thank this man. He is 
indeed a great Scottish figure and yet he lies in Glasgow Cathedral beside a 
union flag only with no plaque to explain his worth to Scotland. 
 
Why is it that this man does not have a Saltire hanging above his effigy? Our 
suggestion is that all MSPs and the people of Scotland join with us to ask 
Historic Scotland and Glasgow Cathedral to hang the Saltire beside him and 
place a plaque with some knowledge of his life beside his effigy and maybe 
set aside an area within the Cathedral to commemorate the fact that 
somewhere within the Cathedral he is entombed.  
 
We are suggesting our First Minister should participate in the donation of the 
Saltire and plaque to the Cathedral. 
6. Do you wish your petition to be hosted on the Parliament’s website as 
an e-petition? 
YES  
7. Closing date for e-petition 
14 November 2010 
8. Comments to stimulate on-line discussion 
We believe a Patriot such as Robert Wishart should be able to lie under a 
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Saltire flag. He spent his life latterly fighting for the independence of Scotland  
He spent many years in captivity for his want to protect Scotland and to see 
his country free. Robert Wishart existed 400 years prior to the formation of the 
union  
The Saltire is recognised as the Flag of Scotland and while many may feel 
pride in the Union flag and this is their right Robert Wishart did not fight for the 
Union and therefore should be honoured by the Scottish flag on or near his 
effigy. 
 
 


